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Definition

Learning Management System (or LMS) is a broad term
used to describe software tools designed to manage
user learning interventions and provide access to online
learning services for students, teacher, and
administrator
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Logical Architecture 

Architecture of LMS
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LMS Platforms

Open Source

§ ATutor Bazaar 
§ Bodington 
§ DoceboLMS 
§ Dokeos e-Learning XHTML Editor 
§ Fle3 
§ GaneshaLMS 
§ ILIAS 
§ interact 
§ KEWL.Nextgen 
§ LRN 
§ Moodle 
§ OLAT 
§ Mitechsoft

Commercial

§ ANGEL Learning 
§ Apex Learning 
§ Blackboard Inc. 
§ Desire2Learn 
§ eCollege 
§ Learn.com 
§ Meridian KSI 
§ Saba Software 
§ SAP Enterprise Learning
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• UCT
• Wits
• Cambridge
• Kent
• Carnegie Mellon
• Harvard
• Singapore (NUS)

What do others use?
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UCT 

• Vula is the UCT version of the open source Sakai collaboration
and learning environment

Vula is
• intended to open up the UCT community to networking, collaboration and

learning opportunities
• designed to open a space for innovation, discovery and exploration
• constructed to be open and accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• flexible enough to accommodate many different types of sites, with varying

levels of complexity.
Some examples of uses would be:
• UCT course sites, with any combination of administrative, assessment,

communication and resource-sharing features
• Research sites (local and international) for academics with shared interests
• Project or task related sites that provide a central space for collecting and

reflecting on data



Wits

• Wits formally introduced eLearning June 2002, when the
University adopted the proprietary WebCT learning
management system (LMS). After a comprehensive study,
undertaken in 2008, to consider the feasibility of both open
source and proprietary alternatives to WebCT, the Universit
approved an open source approach to an LMS solution.

• In 2011 Wits adopted the Sakai Collaborative Learning
Environment (CLE) as its eLearning platform. The
recommendation was based on: the functional advantage of
Sakai over other LMS solutions; the suitability of the Sakai
technology in respect of established criteria; the initial and
ongoing costs; the viability of the Sakai track record, user base
and pedagogy and technical support community; and the
sustainability of the platform for the Wits teaching, learning and
research goals



Kent 
• Moodle is the University of Kent's Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE). Every taught module has an associated
Moodle module available for staff to deliver online teaching
resources and interactive activities to students, who are
automatically enrolled their modules.

• Moodle provides tools to support the learning experience,
such as assignment submission, forums, wikis, and quizzes.
YouTube recordings can be embedded or linked to in the
module.



Cambridge

• The Cambridge Learning Management System
(CLMS) is a proprietary platform that holds course
content, materials and administration in one user-
friendly online system. It allows teachers to easily
manage classes and track their students' progress,
highlighting areas of strength and weakness for
ongoing performance improvement. It creates an
environment where students can interact with content,
collaborate with other learners and communicate with
their teacher outside the classroom.



CMU
* In 2016 CMU transitioned from

Blackboard LMS to the Canvas
LMS by surveying 17 universities
who had done an LMS evaluation.
Many of the institutions evaluated
Canvas and were users of
Blackboard at the time of
evaluation. Of the 17 surveyed, 6
chose to migrate to Canvas from
Blackboard; 3 migrated to Canvas
from another LMS; 1 migrated to
Sakai from Blackboard; 2 stayed
with Blackboard; 3 were piloting
Canvas; 1 was improving on an in-
house solution; 1 used both
Blackboard and Canvas.
Institutions benchmarked include:

1. Baylor University
2. Cornell University
3. Duke University
4. Emory University
5. Georgia Institute of Technology
6. MIT 
7. Northwestern University
8. Oregon State University
9. Penn State University
10. Purdue University
11. Rice University
12. Stanford University
13. University of Maryland
14. University of Pennsylvania
15. University of Texas at Austin
16. Washington State University
17. Yale University



CMU

Criteria cited as influencing the decision to migrate to
Canvas or stay with Blackboard included:

§ Ease of use, improved user experience, clean design, low learning curve
§ Adaptability and flexibility
§ LTI integrations, API availability
§ Mobile support
§ Digital Accessibility
§ Stability/uninterrupted service/low downtime



Harvard

• In 2016, after a successful pilot of Canvas across Harvard schools and following in
the footsteps of more than 600 other colleges and universities, including many
Ivy Plus peers, Harvard migrated to the open source Canvas LMS.

• Why? After more than ten years of service, review of Harvard’s needs, and
feedback on the year-long Canvas pilot, iSites needed to be retired.
Canvas has functionality that lends itself to the quickly evolving needs of twenty-
first century teaching and learning, such as:
§the ability to structure your course using an integrated calendaring and syllabus system,
modules, and communication stream
§assessment features to set up, track, grade, and communicate student outcomes
§discussion forums that stimulate active learning with voice and video recording features
that maximize interaction outside the classroom
§a great mobile app
§gradebook
§Canvas is open source and supports the emerging standard of Learning Tools
Interoperability, the core functionality can be customized and extended to meet specific
teaching, learning, and administrative needs.



NUS

The Integrated Virtual Learning Environment (IVLE) is a custom designed
and built LMS for the National University of Singapore (NUS); designed
and developed by NUS in 1998; re-designed into a .net platform in 2007; re-
designed user interface in 2015. IVLE was designed to:

§ Ease the administrative work of the teaching staff Provide more opportunities and
avenues for staff and students to collaborate and communicate

§ Acts as a teaching portfolio for staff
§ Facilitate student-to-student collaboration
§ Promote explorative and independent learning
§ Promote greater understanding of subjects taught through the use of self-assessments

and polls
§ Provide a one-stop access to all the learning resources at NUS

§ To achieve its objectives, IVLE has a rich set of online tools and resources: class
rosters with photographs, online syllabus, assignment repositories, lesson plans,
forums, chat rooms, assessments, surveys, project and peer management, web
lectures, class and exam time tables, library e-reserves and virtual communities;
the LMS combines all the resources needed to manage and supplement course
modules effectively.

§ IVLE is integrated to the NUS academic, administrative, library systems and third-
party applications making it a one-stop site to support the teaching and learning
needs of all NUS academics and students.



Product Diversity
based on: Product rating (4 star); No. of users (1000+); 

Features(academic/education); Deployment(web-based/installed)
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JoomlaLMS

Collaborator
edoola

Elevate LMS
TrainingRelief

Cloudschool

Kornukopia

Worldclass

XUCore LMS

TopScholar


